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AB S T R A C T
The first significant development on information theory was done in 1948 by its
founder, Claude Shannon, and it is now a consolidated discipline. Information theory
seeks to quantify information and is connected with the concept of entropy, or the
amount of disorder in a system. What information theory has to say about new music is
the main focus of this study and it is a subject that must be revised under a new light, as
the literature on this particular extrapolation is rare, relying mostly on the view of communication theorists but seldom of composers. In that regard, wearing the “information
theory glasses” can be a provoking and inspiring way of looking upon and thinking
about music composition. This paper presents some possible directions for the application of information theory in music analysis from the point of view of compositional
processes, using as case studies a piece by Elliott Carter and a piece by Phillip Glass.
Communication models inspired by the concept of communication noise – composerintent, composer-notation, composer-performer, and composer-listener – are presented,
along with their implications for music creation. This paper also presents the concept of
‘aesthetic noise’ and argues that the concept of ‘infinite information’ from information
theory cannot be more than a purely theoretical output. Some of the philosophical implications of the pair information theory-music are discussed, including some reflections
on the relationship between information entropy and physics entropy.
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Introduction
The Japanese actor Yoshi Oida once explained the relationship between method
and expression in the following way:

In Japan, I witnessed a Noh actor’s performance of the role of an
old woman whose son has been killed by a Samurai warrior. She enters the
scene in order to confront this Samurai. As the actor slowly walked along
the wooden causeway that leads to the stage in the Noh theatre, he managed
to portray, just through walking, all the feelings that were inside this old
woman; her loneliness, her anger at the warrior, and her desire to give up life.
It was an incredible performance, and afterwards I went backstage to ask
the actor how he had prepared himself. I thought perhaps he was using something like the Stanislavski system to find an emotional memory, or was
using a particular idea. He said his thoughts were as follows: ‘She is an old
woman, so I must use shorter steps than normal. About 70 per cent of normal length. And I must stop at the first pine tree after my entrance. As I
walk, this is all I think about’. Yet from the audience I could feel everything. 1

Oida’s anecdote typifies how a rational and quantifiable artistic process can result in something deep and emotional. In Noh drama, there is virtually no room for
improvisation and every single movement is carefully choreographed with astounding
precision. However, it is its simplicity that allows meaning to take place, and that is
achieved through the balance between formalised process and emotional message. Such
a dichotomy has been the concern of both theorists of art and artists, and one important and influential formalising principle that can be traced back to at least soon after
World War II is the mathematical theory of communication, or information theory.
The physicist and phoneticist Werner Meyer-Eppler is probably one of the first
researchers interested in the application of information theory to music. According to
M. J. Grant, he introduced Karlheinz Stockhausen ‘and other serial composers to concepts which were to have a profound influence on their own attempts to formulate a
new theory of musical composition and reception’; information theory ‘was seen to
mark a change in the whole focus of scientific research just as significant as the changes
1

Yoshi Oida, An Actor Adrift (London: Methuen, 1992): 14.
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in methodology brought about by quantum physics’.2 One of the most important aspects of information theory lies in its openness to different approaches and different
theoretical abstractions; indeed, many articles on information theory and music have
been written, generally focusing on the problem of music style. However, the combination of its mathematical basis and philosophical implications is a fertile ground for conceptual mistakes. The literature concerning information theory and music is riddled with
such inaccuracies, and one of the aims of this study is to simplify and correct some of
the problematic concepts.
What information theory has to say about new music is the main focus of this
study and it is a subject that must be revised under a new light, as the literature on this
particular extrapolation is rare, relying mostly on the view of communication theorists
but seldom of composers. “Wearing the information theory glasses” can be a provoking
and inspiring way of looking upon and thinking about music composition. This work
does not intend to propose a complete transposition of information theory into music,
but to introduce the concepts of information and entropy and their implications for
music creation. The most basic aspects of information theory will be discussed, leaving
behind advanced theorems that are the interest of communication engineers and physicists; I think that the most useful aspects of information theory for composers are the
most general ones, and the ones that do not require advanced mathematical calculations.
Moreover, I believe that information theory – whose practical application in everyday
life has never been so pervasive as in the present time – can be much more meaningful
for composers today than during its first influential years from the late 40’s until the late
60’s.
This article is divided into two main chapters: Information Theory, an exposition
on basic, but critical concepts and assumptions of the theory in its classic framework;
and Music and Information, an essay on entropy, order, complexity, and music composition.

M. J. Grant, Serial Music, Serial Aesthetics: Compositional Theory in Post-War Europe
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001): 29.
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1. Information Theory
1.1 The technical problem
Since its inception in 1948 by Claude Shannon and Warren Weaver, information
theory has been increasingly applied to a myriad of contexts. Shannon’s A Mathematical
Theory of Communication3 provided the mathematical basis for dealing with the fundamental problem in communication of ‘reproducing at one point either exactly or approximately a message selected at another point’.4 What started off as a highly influential
article born amidst a post-war interest in quantum theory, relying therefore on an essentially technological approach, eventually meant the birth of a new science whose principles are consistently applied today to mobile communication, optical disks, digital
television, audio and video codecs and to practically any system that can benefit from
effective data compression and transmission, as well as DNA segmentation,5 quantum
theory and black holes.6 The pervasiveness of information theory points to the significance of Shannon’s article, which, in combination with Weaver’s,7 presented a more
complete “mathematical theory of communication” (later to change its name to information theory).
Shannon worked for the Bell Telephone Laboratories and both his work and
Weaver’s must be understood in the context of optimising the transmission of voice
signals through telephone channels. Weaver discusses communication according to
three problems:8

Claude E. Shannon, “A Mathematical Theory of Communication,” Bell Laboratories,
1998, http://cm.bell-labs.com/cm/ms/what/shannonday/paper.html (accessed 2
October 2010). This is a reprint from the original publication in The Bell System
Technical Journal of 1948.
4
Shannon: 1.
5
W. Li, T. G. Marr and K. Kaneko, “Understanding Long-Range Correlations in DNA
Sequences,” Physica D, no. 75 (1994): 392-416.
6
Leonard Susskind e James Lindesay, An introduction to black holes, information and the string
theory revolution (London: World Scientific, 2005).
7
Warren Weaver, “Recent Contributions to the Mathematical Theory of
Communication,” The Evergreen State College, http://academic.evergreen.edu/
a/arunc/compmusic/weaver/weaver.pdf (accessed 2 October 2010). This is a reprint
from the original publication by Shannon & Weaver in 1949.
8
Weaver 1949: 2.  
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The technical problem, he argues, concerns the accuracy during the transmission
of a message: at this point, we are focusing on the very origin of communication, that is,
the moment when a message is generated and its transmission begins; the semantic problem consists in conveying the desired meaning with precision; and the effectiveness problem concerns the success of the message at provoking in the receiver the desired
conduct. Figure 1 shows a traditional and over-simplified communication model that
represents a message communicated by a sender to a receiver.

Figure 1 — The traditional communication model

Far from representing any meaningful, true-to-life communication process, this
model assumes conditions that cannot be found in human communication in the majority of situations. Building upon R. Hartley’s9 and H. Nyquist’s10 works, Shannon and
Weaver realise that the problem of communication is more complex and involves a
number of factors and explain a communication model that foresees distortions from
the environment in the intended signal, as well as a distinction between information
source and transmitter and between receiver and destination. Taking into account the
effect of noise and the statistical nature of communication, among other important additions that shall be covered later on in this study, Shannon presents the theorem in
mathematical terms, while Weaver’s paper is less technical and suggests that the theorem might be applicable to other fields besides telecommunications.
R. V. L. Hartley, “Transmission of Information,” Bell System Technical Journal, July 1928:
535.
10
H. Nyquist, “Certain Factors Affecting Telegraph Speed,” Bell System Technical Journal,
April 1928: 324 and H. Nyquist, “Certain Topics in Telegraphy Transmission Theory,”
AIEE Trans. 47 (April 1928): 617.
9
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Figure 2 – Shannon and Weaver communication model (1948)

The emphasis that Weaver puts into the technical problem is important because
that is the very raison d’être of information theory as a science, and as M. J. Grant
points out, it is at this level that many aestheticians have been trying to apply information theory to the arts.11 According to Weaver, ‘any limitations discovered in the theory
at Level A [the technical problem] necessarily apply to levels B [semantic] and C [effectiveness] […] Thus the theory of Level A is, at least to a significant degree, also a theory
of levels B and C’.12 The technical problem, then, would not be concerned with semantic content – for the purposes of engineering, in a conversation via telephone it does not
matter what we mean, but what we say.

1.2 Information source
According to the classic communication model of Shannon and Weaver, the information source shown in Figure 2 is responsible for selecting the appropriate message
from the set of possible messages. This is central to the technical problem discussed
above, since, as Shannon points out, the ‘system must be designed to operate for each
possible selection, not just the one which will actually be chosen’,13 meaning that the
actual message, being unknown by the destination before its transmission, will always
have to be based on a set of messages that can be wholly supported by the system. A
message is comprised of formative elements – its repertoire of signs/symbols – capable of
being assembled in a structure. Abraham Moles reminds us that ‘the elements of the
Grant 2001: 31.
Weaver 1949: 3.
13
Shannon 1948: 1.
11
12
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repertoire are defined by the properties of the receiver’,14 something particularly important if we regard music composition as a decision-making process. For example, since
telephones do not convey video signals, there is nothing we can do to communicate any
true visual information, such as facial expressions or gestures, to the person at the other
side – limitations in the chosen medium determine the type of message being sent and
what can be done in semantic terms, consequently affecting the effectiveness of the
message.
Décio Pignatari, a communication theorist and one of the first figures in concrete poetry, was acutely aware of the compatibility between information theory, language and the arts. In his essay Informação. Linguagem. Comunicação. (“Information.
Language. Communication.”),15 Pignatari points out the fact that information can only
exist when there is doubt, in which case there are at least two alternatives requiring
choice, selection, and discrimination.16 It is worth stressing here that in the context of
information theory we generally speak in terms of how much information there is in a message, as opposed to what kind of information; therefore, unlike meaning, information is a
measurable quantity. Any repertoire used in communication is ruled according to certain
norms that define selection, order, and relationships of symbols. As it is the case in language and music, these norms typically do not exhaust the combinatory possibilities of
the source. As Pignatari described it:

When we speak or write, we are in fact engaging in very fast selections of signs in our repertory, in an organizational and sometimes very flexible order, which is prescribed by the norms of the system; we do not realise
this fact because the process is already automatised by means of the constant
and reiterated learning feedbacks. […] Statistically speaking, the laws
commanding the integrated process are those of chance & choice, that is, the
laws of probability.17

Abraham Moles, Information Theory and Esthetic Perception, trans. Joel E. Cohen (Urbana
and London: University of Illinois Press, 1966): 9.
15
Décio Pignatari, Informação. Linguagem. Comunicação., 2nd Edition (Cotia: Ateliê
Editorial, 2003).
16
Ibid., 48.
17
Ibid., 50. Translation is mine.
14
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As Shannon has demonstrated, sequences of words in English can be constructed using the idiom’s probabilistic relationships to generate phrases that resemble
natural language. For instance, in English, the frequency of ‘E’ is higher than ‘Q’; the
combination ‘TH’ is more frequent than ‘XP’, and so on. Such probabilistic relationships were taken into consideration when developing the Morse code, so that in telegraphy the most frequent letters would require less dots and dashes – ‘E’, the most
common letter in English, is represented by a dot – while infrequent letters (such as Q,
X, and Z) require longer sequences. A sequence of symbols governed by such a set of
probabilities is considered a stochastic process, of which music can be an example (with
objections, as discussed in section 2.1 below).

1.3 Information and entropy
Choice is what makes a message informative, since information relates more to
what could be said than what is said. Thus, according to Weaver, information is a measurable quantity representing one’s freedom of choice when selecting a message.18 The
simplest choice between two equally likely possibilities is through a yes/no question,
represented by a binary digit (bit) of information. In mathematical terms, if there are n
equally likely possibilities, the situation can be characterized by the logarithm of n to the
base 2. In theory, any base can be used when calculating information, but as Weaver19
and Pignatari20 have pointed out, the base 2 has some practical advantages resulting
from the assumption that any complex set of decisions can be ultimately reduced to
yes/no (i.e. binary) questions. Furthermore, although using bases other than 2 might
change the numeric outcome, the results will always be proportional regardless of the
logarithm base.
Table 1 shows the calculation of the maximal information HMAX for one to 12
elements uniformly distributed (that is, all equally likely).21

Weaver 1949: 5.
Weaver 1949: 5.
20
Pignatari 2003: 53-54.
21
Unless stated otherwise, all non-integer figures expressed in bits in this study are
rounded to three decimal places.
18
19
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Table 1 – Uniform repertoire and information

Number of equally likely possibilities n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
…
16

Information HMAX in bits (log2n)
0
1
1.585
2
2.322
2.585
2.807
3
3.170
3.322
3.459
3.585
…
4

It is worth noting that when dealing with 2, 4, 8, and 16 possibilities, HMAX is an
integer number, something that makes mathematical sense once we remember that the
equation
HMAX=log2n

(1)

can be also expressed as n=2H . In a situation where we want to measure the informaMAX

tion yielded by all possible combinations between three notes (cf. Figure 3), for example, the binary representation of information can be more clearly visualised if we
describe each note as belonging to one out of two conditions, on or off (1 or 0). Consequently, we would have eight groups as follows: 000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, and
111 (according to equation (1), log2n=3 bits, each bit representing one note; therefore,
n=23=8 possible combinations). As seen above, 3 bits indicate the number of yes/no
questions necessary to represent a message from that given repertoire; that is to say that
in the worst case scenario, 3 bits (or eight yes/no questions) will be necessary to express
such message.

Figure 3 – Combinations between three notes and their binary representation
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If we were to represent the 12 notes of the chromatic scale using 12 bits of information, organised in binary fashion as in Figure 3, we would have to map all their
212=4096 possible combinations ranging from 000000000000 to 111111111111. In this
case, each combination is considered a unique symbol; if our aim is to measure the information that can be generated by a repertoire irrespective of specific combinations
between its elements, we are more interested in calculating HMAX for a system of n symbols, arriving at approximately 1.585 bits, 3 bits, and 3.585 bits for three, eight, and 12
equally likely notes respectively as shown in Table 1. A higher figure means that the
situation is more informational, that is, since more options are involved, it can generate
more expectation, more surprise, and consequently more complexity. Furthermore,
when all symbols have the same probability, freedom of choice is maximal, meaning
that the source is completely unbiased and that very large repertoires from such source
would produce messages tending to white noise. When the source transmits more information than the system is able to support, it is said that the channel capacity is exceeded. Rather than explore in detail the mathematical solutions to unveil and optimally
explore the channel capacity, we shall discuss it under light of music composition later
on in this article.
An important breakthrough in the theory was Shannon’s development of a
method for taking into account non-uniform distributions, a situation much more likely
to occur in real life since communication usually involves stochastic systems. The following equation expresses in bits the complexity of a system allowing for different
probabilities for each symbol:
(2)
, where n is the size of the repertoire and pi indicates each symbol’s probability.22 Some
interesting facts can be drawn from the equation, confirming it as a measure of choice:
when there is only one possibility, there is no doubt or uncertainty about the future,
therefore nothing new can be communicated – information H is thus zero. In Shannon’s words: ‘H=0 if and only if all the pi but one are zero, this one having the value
For an explanation of the equations presented in this study, see John R. Pierce,
Symbols, Signals and Noise, 2nd Edition (New York: Dover Publications, 1980) especially
pp. 83-86.
22
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unity. Thus only when we are certain of the outcome does H vanish. Otherwise H is
positive’.23 Conversely, if all probabilities in a system of n symbols are equal, uncertainty
is maximal. Equation (2) meant the introduction of the concept of entropy, an approximation to thermodynamics resulting from the mathematical resemblance between
Shannon’s equation and Boltzmann’s theorem as defined in statistical mechanics.24 Entropy can be defined as the amount of disorder in a system, so that the higher the entropy, the lesser the differentiation between the elements of the system.

1.4 Redundancy
If necessity is the mother of invention, the classic information theory was developed to
deal with the accurate transmission of information across a noisy channel. Noise in this
context can be defined as any undesired interference in the original signal, since it can
compromise the message at the semantic level (cf. section 1.1 above). Such interference
means that ‘the received signal is not necessarily the same as sent out by the transmitter’.25 As we shall discuss about later in this study, noise is not always undesired or controllable when it comes to music composition.
Shannon reminds us that when a signal undergoes the same interference every
time, that is, the produced signal at the receiver side is always the same for a given
transmitted signal, the effect is actually a distortion, which allows it to be corrected, at
least in theory.26 Noise implies that the original signal cannot be reconstructed with absolute certainty; in the best-case scenario, it is possible to guess the original signal with
varying degrees of sureness, but the attempt will always be a guess. ‘There are, however,
ways of transmitting information which are optimal in combating noise’27 and information theory applied to telecommunication is particularly focused on this problem.

Shannon 1948: 11.
Ibid.
25
Ibid., 19.
26
Shannon expresses the received signal E as a function of the transmitted signal S and
noise N, which is treated then as another chance variable, therefore representable as a
stochastic element. Thus E = f (S,N).
27
Ibid., 20.
23
24
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Since we can never be certain about the received signal as regards its fidelity
against the original signal, by introducing some redundancy in the message we can at least
reduce the chance of errors. Redundancy is central to information theory and to the
problem of communication in general. Structural rules, be it in language or in music, add
redundancy to messages in order to facilitate their reception. Such rules allow for some
degree of predictability, since redundancy helps to avoid ambiguities. Redundancy ‘is
one of the factors which allows for those important places in the experiencing of music
where the listener’s habit responses are able to “take over” – where the listener can
pause, albeit briefly, to evaluate what has taken place in the past and to organize this
experience with reference to the future’.28 It cannot be over-emphasised that concepts
such as information, redundancy, originality and banality, in the context of information
theory, are always neutral and quantifiable measures and are not concerned with
“value”.

Figure 4 – A repertoire of 12 symbols

The music example in Figure 4, if considered as a set, consists of a uniform repertoire of 12 symbols, a system with entropy H defined at its maximum of 3.585 bits per
symbol; in statistical terms, each symbol has a probability of 8.33%. Since differentiation
is statistically impossible, it might be said that the system is totally disorganised (it might
be said that the system is also totally balanced). However, if one pitch, let us say D♯,
were repeated once, the system would break its statistical balance: the probability of D♯
would be raised to 15.38%, while all other probabilities would be lowered to 7.69%, and
entropy would be reduced to 3.547 bits per symbol (cf. equation (2)) implying that some
degree of order was introduced.

Leonard B. Meyer, “Meaning in Music and Information Theory,” The Journal of
Aesthetics and Art Criticism (Blackwell Publishing) 15, no. 4 (June 1957): 412-424. This
quotation: p. 420.
28
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In the sequence shown in Figure 5, we can predict the missing notes because
there is enough redundancy in the message.

Figure 5 – Redundancy and predictability

Even if the above sequence were completely foreign to our cultural sign system,
the missing notes would still be expected as being A and E. This might be intuitively
simple from a Gestalttheorie point of view, but according to the technical problem presented by Weaver (see above), it has to be mathematically representable in the context
of information theory. For every entropy H there is a corresponding redundancy R and
freedom of choice Hr, so that

and R = 1 – Hr.

(3, 4)

HMAX, as we have seen, is the maximum entropy output when all symbols are
equiprobable. In the example in Figure 4, the freedom of choice Hr, also termed relative
entropy by Shannon, is 100% (unity), implying thus zero redundancy; likewise, by repeating one note in the set, freedom of choice lowers to 98.93% while redundancy increases
to 1.07%.29 The relationship of complementarity between entropy and redundancy (cf.
Figure 6) is then mathematically evidenced.

29

…since

.
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Figure 6 – Comparison between redundant and entropic states

The concept of redundancy is taken into account in error correction algorithms
in order to provide likely substitutions for missing data due to external interferences,
being also fundamental in compressing algorithms. Being a mathematical rendering,
precision is essential for the relevance of any results obtained from the application of
information theory. Both examples in Figure 4 and Figure 5 can have either maximal
freedom of choice or maximal redundancy, depending on the analytical criteria. The
former, if taken as a 12-tone row, may be considered simply as a unique symbol, like a
language with only one word; in that case, redundancy would be absolute, as there
would be no room for choice. Conversely, the latter can only be considered as maximally redundant if taken as a seemingly endless repetition of the pair AE; calculating its
redundancy on the basis of the alternation of two symbols A and E, however, we get to
a situation of maximum entropy (all symbols are equally likely), implying no redundancy.
Although the example in Figure 5 might not find intuitive support in such assertion
(seeing that the passage is clearly redundant), the flip of a fair coin could represent the
same situation in mathematical terms: since the outcome of every flip can never be
guessed with more than 50% of probability, entropy is always maximal. Indeed, mathematical results do not lie – as long as the right questions are asked.
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2.Music and Information
Information theory affected communication technology in such a way that it actually changed how we communicate today. Weaver’s “technical problem”, as seen
above, points out that the medium supporting the communication is ultimately more
important than the message, at least in the sense that the dependence of the latter over
the former is higher. One can imagine an unpremièred music score that happens to be
forgotten in a composer’s drawer; by not being decoded into a performance and finally
becoming music, the message does not find a receiver (because there is no medium),
and whether the message exists or not is ultimately irrelevant for the purposes of communication. Such rationale represented a change of paradigm in the relationship between information theory and the arts, and as Grant points out, information theory
‘presented the possibility of music theory freed on the one hand from traditional concepts of musical form and expression […] while positing a return to the first principles
of musical perception’.30 By measuring complexity, information theory is an open approach irrespective of style, genre, and form of art.

2.1 A problematic literature
The appealing fact that a mathematical method for measuring the complexity of
messages had been developed was well received by composers, analysts, communication
theorists, and art theorists. However, conceptual mistakes and stylistic prejudice seemed
to have steered information theory away from composers in the last 50 years or so.
There is a need for a more inclusive and up-to-date approach to information theory and
music, and one that focus on issues that are of interest to composers. This study will
hopefully shed some light on this issue and provide new directions for the dichotomy
between music and information.
So far, most studies on the specific application of information theory to music
have been problematic. Many authors focused on unveiling “musical value”, which is
something of too little objectivity to be demonstrated by mathematical means, and sev-

30

Grant 2001: 146.
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eral attempts have been made to explain the problem of the reception of serial music,
usually with the help of biased approaches and suppositions.31 In addition, conceptual
mistakes have been perpetuated from author to author in works that fail to follow Shannon’s original article. An example of this is the fallacious notion that entropy is the same
as information and that both terms are interchangeable, when in reality:


Information refers to an event, and its quantity does not represent the
whole set or system. Information has a local implication and denotes
surprise. ‘The information theorist’s object of inquiry is an individual sequence or some other arrangement of items reduced to such a sequence.
He investigates the probability of its occurrence by establishing the
number of possible sequences, one of which is the present one’.32 (My emphasis.)



Entropy refers to a set or system and has a global implication, denoting
disorder and uncertainty. ‘Entropy theory […] is not concerned with the
probability of succession in a series of items but with the overall distribution of kinds of items in a given arrangement. The more remote the arrangement is from a random distribution, the lower will be its entropy
and the higher its level of order’.33 (My emphasis.)

For example, we can say that a particular section of a piece of music has low entropy (it is generally organised), although a particular event in this section yields high
information (it is somehow unexpected). Heylighen and Joslyn remind us that ‘the information I we receive from an observation is equal to the degree to which uncertainty
is reduced: I = H(before) – H(after)’;34 consequently, only when the next event is certain
(that is, H(after)=0) will information amount to the same as the initial entropy. Kraehenbuehl and Coons seem to confuse the concepts when stating that ‘as randomness
Some examples are Werner Meyer-Eppler, “Musical Communication as a Problem of
Information Theory,” die Reihe (Theodore Presser) 8 (1968): 7-10; Leonard B. Meyer,
Music, the Arts, and Ideas: Patterns and Predictions in Twentieth-Century Culture, 2nd Edition
(London: The University of Chicago, 1994), particularly his chapter 11 (p. 266);
32
Rudolf Arnheim, Entropy and Art: An Essay on Disorder and Order (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1974): 19.
33
Ibid.
34
Francis Heylighen e Cliff Joslyn, “Cybernetics and Second-Order Cybernetics,” em
Encyclopedia of Physical Science & Technology, ed. R. A. Meyers, 1-23 (New York: Academic
Press, 2001). This quotation: p. 7.
31
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increases, the overall information in a system increases’,35 seeing that information here
clearly designates entropy. In similar fashion, notwithstanding his great contribution to
discussions involving music, meaning, information theory, and expectation, Leonard
Meyer mistakenly equalises both terms by maintaining that ‘if a situation is highly organized and the possible consequents in the pattern process have a high degree of probability, then information (or entropy) is low. If, however, the situation is characterized by
a high degree of shuffledness so that the consequents are more or less equiprobable,
then information (or entropy) is said to be high’.36 Joseph Youngblood, in his pioneering
work Style as Information, incurred the same mistake right at the article’s title; by measuring the pitch entropy of a number of music works, and considering such results as a
measure of style, a more adequate title would have been Style as Entropy.37
Another problematic issue stems precisely from the above-mentioned confusion. Joel Cohen38 and Kraehenbuehl and Coons,39 when discussing the application of
information theory to music analysis, maintain that the following mathematical assumptions are sine qua non:


Stochasticity – ‘No letter not already known to be in the alphabet can
occur. […] Then in any sample which does not use the whole alphabet,
the unused letters have zero probability’.40



Ergodicity – ‘[…] all sufficiently large samples from a given sequence
have the same statistical structure’.41



Markov consistency – ‘[…] the source is consistent with regard to its
Markov properties, that is, that there is the same order m of patterning
throughout the sample’.42

David Kraehenbuehl and Edgar Coons, “Information as a Measure of the Experience
of Music,” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism (Blackwell Publishing) 17, no. 4 (June
1959): 510-522. This quotation: p. 514.
36
Meyer 1957: 416.
37
Joseph E. Youngblood, “Style as Information,” Journal of Music Theory (Duke
University Press) 2, n.º 1 (April 1958): 24-35.
38
Joel E. Cohen, “Information Theory and Music,” Behavioral Science 7, no. 2 (April
1962): 137-163. This quotation: p. 155.
39
Kraehenbuehl and Coons 1959: 511.
40
Coehn 1962: 155.
41
Ibid.
42
Ibid., 157.
35
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The stochastic assumption is problematic in that the “unused letters” might be
deemed likely/probable by the observer until the very end of a piece, that is, it will be a
part of the expected repertoire in the receiver side and maybe even implied by it (as a musical
ellipsis, for example), although not necessarily a concrete realisation – if communication
can be considered to be a two-way road, there is no reason why the message in the form
it reaches the receiver cannot be relevant. In addition, as we shall see later on, “unused
letters” might be an aesthetic choice of the composer, allowing the creative exploration
of the unexpected.
An ergodic source implies statistical self-similarity, in a kind of “as above, so below” hermetic logic, thus the ergodic assumption is clearly not adequate as a general assumption. While the relational probabilities between, let us say, pitch hierarchies might
be relatively constant throughout a Mozart piece (hence making it into an ergodic
source to a certain extent), the same certainly cannot be applied to all music. Structural
relationships may vary hugely from section to section, and we can indeed find that such
variation provides contrast precisely by avoiding ergodicity.
The assumption of consistency with Markov properties presents us several
problems. First of all, as Noam Chomsky has demonstrated,43 a Markov source cannot
produce self-embedded structures; serial music, variations, fugues, fractal compositions,
and so on are examples of self-embedded structures. The limitations of Markov chains
go further:


A Markov source can only determine transition probabilities of order m;



m cannot be too high (seeing that high figures would make the computational labour for a matrix of transition probabilities simply enormous);



As Iannis Xenakis observes, Markovian probabilities are independent of the
states of origin,44 that is, Markovian principles ignore the fact that everything that has taken place in a piece does affect the entropy of the system as a whole. For both the analyst and the composer, there might be

Noam Chomsky, “Three Models for the Description of Language,” IRE Transactions
on Information Theory 2 (1956): 113-124.
44
Iannis Xenakis, Formalized Music: Thought and Mathematics in Music, Revised Edition
(Hillsdale: Pendragon Press, 1992): 73.
43
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meaningful structural relationships between distant parts of the music,
but the scope of Markov chains is much more restricted.
It seems that Cohen has replicated such assumptions based on Kraehenbuehl
and Coons, in spite of his mentioning of Youngblood’s work only and his acknowledging of Chomsky’s arguments.45 Cohen mentions also the “stationary” and “infinite
memory capacity” assumptions. A piece of music is stationary if ‘the statistical structure
of the sequence is independent of the time at which observation of the sequence begins’.46 Since the statistical structure of a piece of music can vary across time, that assumption can only be valid when applied to the whole body of existent music,
something that cannot be tested, as Cohen points out. Moreover, given the dynamic interpretation role of the receiver, a piece of music is hardly stationary in regard to its statistical structure if we make a difference between mathematical expectation and
perceptual expectation. As for infinite memory capacity, Cohen asserts that this is required in the encoder of the sequence of musical events. If the composer is the encoder,
his or her memory capacity is assumedly finite.
It is unclear why Cohen presents said assumptions from such a generalising
standpoint, but it seems that most of them can only be valid when one is considering
the issue of music style in comparative studies. The stochastic, ergodic, and Markovian
assumptions are taken for granted by several authors,47 despite the problems mentioned
above, which could be explained by the fact that the authors were actually attempting to
prove an analytical method, rather than illuminating something about the music in question. Youngblood showed that works by Schubert, Mendelssohn, and Schumann have
more entropy than a number of Gregorian chants;48 if such finding adds little to our
understanding of the difference between Romantic and Medieval music, a more significant issue is the problem of 20th and 21st Century music, where style can vary enormously across pieces by a single composer (as in Stravinsky, for example) – entropy as a
measure of style, then, is based on severely limited grounds. The algorithmic composition of music using information theory principles, since it has been concentrating on
Cohen 1962: 154.
Ibid., 157.
47
Including Kraehenbuehl and Coons 1959, Youngblood 1958, and Leon Knopoff and
William Hutchinson, “Entropy as a Measure of Style: The Influence of Sample Length,”
Journal of Music Theory (Duke University Press) 27, no. 1 (Spring 1983): 75-97.
48
Op. cit.
45
46
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the emulation of traditional music styles, is often presented to validate the position that
music style is a probabilistic system, something of debatable analytical relevance given
the persistence of the subject across publications.49

2.2 Compositional order and complexity
As I have pointed out elsewhere, ‘the number of possibilities the composer has
available today might be enormous, but the significance of his decisions remains as basic
to music creation as it was in, say, the common practice period. From the available repertoire of options, he/she must choose a definite set of symbols and organise them
across time. Due to his/her personal style, specific features of instruments/performers,
extra-musical constraints and so on, the composer is in reality going to choose a very
narrow set of options for his/her piece from the infinite possible combinations of symbols’.50 The statistical properties of a piece of music allow probabilistic relationships to
take place. As Meyer emphasized, ‘once a musical style has become part of the habit responses of composer, performers and practiced listeners it may be regarded as a complex system of probabilities’51 and it is such a system that creates musical expectation (cf.
Figure 7). The aesthetic role of expectation in music is widely accredited both by music
theorists and neuroscientists52 and it is at the core of information theory as applied to
music. However, Meyer’s assertion lacks consideration for the probabilistic relationships
that are indeed established during the audition of a piece of music whose style is not a
part of the ‘habit responses’ of the audience. Whenever we experience originality, we
tend to look for some degree of order, since, in the words of Rudolf Arnheim, ‘all perception involves a desire to understand’.53 Even when confronted with exceedingly new

Some examples are the computer-generated samples by several authors collected by
Cohen 1962: 146.
50
Christian Benvenuti, “The Certainty, the Impossible and what Lies Between:
Information Theory as a Tool for Shaping Expectancy,” in 2nd International Conference for
PhD Music Students (Thessaloniki: Department of Music Studies, Aristotle University,
2009), 243-251. This quotation: p. 244.
51
Meyer 1957: 414.
52
See Daniel Levitin, This Is Your Brain On Music: Understanding a human obsession (London:
Atlantic Books, 2006).
53
Arnheim 1974: 3.
49
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information, our efforts on decoding the message will rely on our personal repertoire of
current and past experiences and probabilities will eventually materialise.

Figure 7 – Generating expectation

Moles reminds us that ‘in every message, information is nothing other than a
measure of the complexity of the temporal Gestalten presented: H measures complexity, which is very important in all theories of form […] The concept of redundancy
then measures the intelligibility of forms’.54 In other words, the relationship between
information and redundancy makes it possible to understand order. One message featuring highest intelligibility (as an endless sequence of AEAE…) and another featuring
highest originality (an overwhelmingly random sequence), that is, inversely related
measures, may be actually similar in regard to their aesthetic meaning, in that they both
have “nothing” to say. Maximal entropy means that H=HMAX, that is to say, nothing can
be done with the repertoire to create tension, since all symbols are equiprobable and the
system is uniform. Maximal entropy, then, is also a state of maximal equilibrium. Such
perfect disorder is comparable in expression with white noise – one white noise is just
like any other of same intensity. One peculiarity of highly entropic systems such as
white noise is that they represent a message that is easily recreated in an approximate
way, but exceedingly difficult to be perfectly replicated due to its extreme uncertainty.
In a world of pure chance, one can never know what follows after each event, as
the chance that the next element will bring order to the system is inversely proportional
to the huge spectrum of possibilities that can do otherwise (the same logic applies to the
increasing entropy of the universe – see section 2.4 below). The number of impossibilities – events that do not and cannot belong to a system’s repertoire – is always much
54

Moles 1966: 33.
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higher than the number of possibilities. However, a piece of music is normally expected
to present some level of order because it is expected to be a structured message (as opposed to perfectly random). Still, order can be present at different levels and dimensions. A random sequence of notes is nothing less than a disordered distribution of
ordered entities (the notes), and as Arnheim puts it, disorder ‘is not the absence of all
order but rather the clash of uncoordinated orders’.55
Although it can make sense to think in terms of “absolute order” or “absolute
disorder” in some contexts, there is hardly anything absolutely ordered or disordered
when it comes to our perceiving of music. If 3.585 bits per symbol represent the state
with highest disorder for 12 pitch classes, the ‘amount of “tension” available for work in
the system’56 is inexistent. In serial music such as Schönberg’s Op. 33a, little can be done
with pitch material to bring order to the system (thus limiting the creation of drama
through tension versus release), but all other musical parameters are freely available for
the composer to bring some redundancy to the system.57 (In fact, although series and
form are closely related in Op. 33a, Nicholas Cook’s reading of Schönberg’s piece
shows that the work is actually a serial sonata movement.58) Conversely, Giacinto
Scelsi’s Quattro Pezzi (su una sola nota) for orchestra (1959) can be considered an exercise
in exploring entropy through a conceptually redundant material: each one of the four
pieces concentrates on only one pitch class (a one-symbol repertoire) in the sequence F,
B, A♭, A, but entropy is conveyed by microtonal inflections, durations, textures, and
great timbral variety.

Arnheim 1974: 13.
Ibid., 22.
57
However, as seen above in section 1.4, if a 12-tone row is taken as one symbol, redundancy is indeed high.
58
Nicholas Cook, A Guide to Musical Analysis (London: J. M. Dent & Sons Ltd., 1992):
322.
55
56
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Figure 8 – Klavierstück, Op. 33a by Arnold Schönberg (1929)

Even when most parameters are maximally entropic, as in total serialism, the result is not absolute disorder; unless the piece in question has the length of the present, we
cannot apprehend it in its entirety since it is a temporal, sequential message that exceeds
our perceptual thresholds in different ways.59 ‘While the work’s semantic information
may be exhausted and eventually memorized, the peculiarity of the work of art is that its richness transcends the individual’s perceptual capacity’.60 That raises the question of whether it is
possible – or meaningful – to attempt an all-encompassing information-theoretical analysis of a piece of music that can account for such richness. Nevertheless, information
theory can reveal some interesting properties of music, and the aim of the case studies
below is to present some possibilities in that direction.

Moles (1966: 15) draws attention to the fact that the minimum perceptual unity of
time is around 0.05 second. Another approach to the granularity of time is given by
Roger Reynolds, Form and Method: Composing Music, ed. Stephen McAdams (London:
Routledge, 2002): 14, building upon the works of Paul Fraisse and J. A. Michon: ‘an
interval [...] during which the duration of the present moment stretches on without
spontaneous subdivision. This interval is variously estimated to be between 7 and 10
seconds’.
60
Ibid., 166.
59
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2.2.1 Case study 1 – Elliott Carter’s “Gra”
Repeated reception allows us to get close to exhausting a work of art, but most
of the times only an analytical investigation can reveal certain structures that would
otherwise remain invisible simply due to the perceptual capacity of the human being.
These structures are generally more connected to compositional processes than to the
listener’s perception.
By using equation (2), it is possible to calculate the entropy of a piece in regard
to any desired parameter. To accomplish this, it is necessary first to determine:
a) The complete repertoire of symbols in the piece, and
b) The size of this repertoire.
Let us take Elliott Carter’s Gra for solo clarinet in B♭ (1993) as an example. The
score tells us that all 12 pitch classes from the chromatic scale are used, so if we want to
calculate the entropy of pitch classes in Gra, our repertoire will have 12 symbols. Gra
can be represented by a sequence of 529 notes with the following probability distribution (pitches are as they appear in the score in B♭):

Table 2 – Probability distribution of pitch classes in Gra
Pitch class

C

C♯

D

D♯

E

F

F♯

G

G♯

A

A♯

B

Count

45

51

46

39

46

46

48

38

44

43

42

41

Percentage (%)

8.51

9.64

8.70

7.37

8.70

8.70

9.07

7.18

8.32

8.13

7.94

7.75

Pitch count

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
C

C#

D D#

E

F

F#

G

G#

A

A#

B

Pitch classes

The system’s distribution is practically uniform, that is, there is no clear hierarchy or predominance of pitch classes. The greatest difference is between the incidence
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of C♯ (9.64%) and G (7.18%), yet C♯ accounts for just 13 additional occurrences in
comparison with G. Equation (2) tells us that the entropy H of such probability distribution is 3.580 bits per symbol, a figure nearly close to the maximal entropy of 3.585
bits per symbol, only obtainable if the distribution were completely uniform. That leaves
us with 99.87% of freedom of choice Hr (relative entropy) and 0.13% of redundancy R
– in other words, Carter exercised practically total freedom when choosing the pitch
class material for Gra. We can say then that Gra is a highly entropic piece when it comes to its
pitch class content. Conversely, clearly hierarchical structures tend to be less entropic because function adds order.
It is possible to go even further and calculate H up to several decimal places, in
which case the entropy of Gra can be expressed as 3.58022390566671 bits per symbol
(for a calculation limited to 14 decimal places). While I do have reservations about the
use of entropy such as done by Youngblood to represent and compare music styles due
to the problems discussed above, such level of mathematical precision opens up the
possibility of attributing a fingerprint of complexity to a piece of music, even if that has little
analytical relevance. 61
Since entropy refers to the level of disorder of the piece in its entirety, it does
not count on a linear dimension, neglecting thus time and form. Furthermore, what entropy tells us about the structure of the piece is simply the level of independence among its elements. In order to introduce a linear dimension to our analysis, it is necessary to
decompose the system into its several entropy states. Taking Table 3 as an example, we
can see what happens to the probability distribution when a new sign (symbol “2”) is
introduced. In this study, we shall be referring to sign as the term is understood in semiotics, that is, ‘anything that takes the place of another thing, in order to trigger (in regard
to a third party) an analogous complex of reactions’.62

If we observe that the national ID number of big countries like Brazil is generally a
10-digit number, being comfortably adequate for a population of hundreds of millions
of citizens, the 15-digit entropy of the example should be more than enough for the
fingerprinting of most music scores.
62
Pignatari 2003: 28. Translation is mine.
61
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Table 3 – Example of changes in entropy
Event number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Symbol
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

p1
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.88
0.89
0.90
0.91
0.92
0.92
0.93
0.93
0.94

p2
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.13
0.11
0.10
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.06

Entropy rate (bits)
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.544
0.503
0.469
0.439
0.414
0.391
0.371
0.353
0.337

The table shows the probabilities p1 and p2 respectively for symbols “1” and “2”
at a given point in the message; in other words, the overall state of the system is not being
considered here, but only what “we know” so far about this system after each event.
After seven occurrences of symbol “1”, its probability p1 remains unity, that is, the symbol has a probability of 100% and the entropy of the system is thus zero. The introduction of a new symbol unbalances the system, reducing p1 and increasing p2, which finally
brings us to a peak in information: being statistically unexpected, symbol “2” is the
vehicle for entropy. As seen in equation (2) above, the figures of entropy in the last column are obtained by calculating –(p1log2p1+ p2log2p2) for every event.
Figure 9 shows a musical equivalent of Table 3 as well as its chart representation. In this simplified example, one interesting mathematical aspect that is intuitively
confirmed is that after the introduction of a new sign, the system changes to conform to
the fact that the repertoire has changed and uncertainty increased. It is easier to observe
here how entropy does not return to its original state after the introduction of F♯; in
fact, given enough time, a very long succession of Cs will bring entropy just close to zero,
but as we shall see in section 2.4 below, entropy (both in physics and in communication)
tends to never return to its original state, in spite of its tendency to an eventual stabilisation – hence the aesthetic need for the originality that can subvert the entropic trend toward equilibrium. Originality, however, tends to age fast: the fragility and risk of any music relying on
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the unexpected as its basic aesthetic material is that the unexpected will quickly become
the expected, demanding from the piece further surprise for ballast.

0.6

Entropy H

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9
10
Pitch order

11

12

13

14

15

16

Figure 9 – Originality and change in entropy

The introduction of F♯ represents a situation of optimal information, one that exemplifies two basic aspects of information theory that are always critical for the work of
the composer:
a) Redundancy is essential for the establishment of optimal information:
The information peak (or surprise) caused by F♯ was only possible due to
the previous conditions of the system;
b) Context creates meaning: The function of F♯ in the example is clearly different from that of C, and the information peak in the graph indicates such
change of function.
Another connection with our perceptual experience is the system’s memory:
even after 16 events have occurred, entropy is still relatively high, but tends to lower
levels as time passes, assimilating the notion of a “fading memory” of the past. In fact,
the continuously weaker influence of a symbol against the entropy of the system draws
attention to the relative strength of relationships between symbols that are closer in
time, and one may find here a mathematical evidence of the law of proximity of Gestalt-
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theorie. However, it is important to stress that while the changes in the entropy of a certain musical parameter may confirm our perceptual experience of it, entropic surprise
and perceptual surprise are not the one and same thing. Information theory has the advantage of isolating an aspect of communication and freeing the observer from inadequate empiricism. Moles points out that ‘artificial channels will frequently serve as
examples because their structure makes them rather more intelligible than natural channels, in which it is often difficult to separate the brain from the sensory receptors’63 –
but rather than a psychological or physical theory, information theory remains a mathematical theory and any considerations or implications based on its results must take that
into account.
A graph depicting changes in entropy can be useful for messages of a certain
size, but a mathematical property of entropy presents some limitations to relatively long
messages. Carter’s Gra starts off with zero entropy (as with any message) and its final
entropy at the 529th symbol is 3.580 bits, with several fluctuations in between. However,
as illustrated by Figure 10 below, entropy tends to increase up to a relatively stable state.
The reason for this stability is the exhaustion of the repertoire: given enough variety and
time, all symbols become more or less uniformly distributed and any changes in entropy
are considerably less relevant, at least from a statistical point of view. This aspect of information points out to the ways in which entropy can be increased:
a) By increasing the message; and/or
b) By increasing the repertoire.
The repertoire being exhausted, entropy will tend to increase at progressively
smaller steps toward maximal entropy. That means that since information entropy is a
logarithmic measure, all graphs will tend to look like the one in Figure 10, provided that
the message they represent is long and varied enough. In that case, such graphs will become less illuminating toward the right end, no matter how clear are occasional gestures
in later passages of the piece from a perceptual point of view. Although representational
and technical limitations might prevent us from observing in the graph significant chan-

63

Moles 1966: 8.
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ges in entropy after its stabilisation, such changes can be there at a structural level but
virtually undetectable in a graph due to their mathematical smallness.64
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Figure 10 – Changes in pitch class entropy in Gra

The solution is to use Shannon’s equation to find the difference of entropy between two states, expressed here as entropy variation Hv:
Hv = N (HN – HN–1)

(5)

where N is a sequential number proportional to time and indicates the current
length of the message, HN indicates the current entropy and HN-1 indicates the previous
entropy, that is, the entropy of the system at the preceding symbol. Equation (5) makes
it possible to maintain the relevance of entropy changes at any given point of the message. Figure 11 shows a comparison between changes in entropy H and entropy variation Hv for the first 13 bars (accounting for 80 notes) of Carter’s Gra. In contrast to H
in equation (2), Hv is not a measurement of entropy, being more related to information
(or surprise). The exact value of Hv can be disregarded since what matters is its relative
weight against contiguous states, as well as the overall shape of its graphical representation, whose values are proportional to the information yielded at each event. However,
the relative value of Hv against the horizontal axis is meaningful: a passage concentrated
As a matter of fact, with the graphical magnification and proportion presented here, it
is impossible to notice that the system reaches its final entropy rate at bar 79, fluctuating
subtly until the end.
64
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in the negative zone of the graph, for example, indicates very low levels of information,
even if it looks fairly active.
The entropy variation line in the example can be segmented into four distinct
basic zones, delimited by dashed lines in the graph: bars 1-4, 5-9, 10-11, and 12-14. The
first segment corresponds to the repeated exposition of a single tetrachord (the allinterval tetrachord [0,1,4,6]), hence the noticeable redundancy. The peaks in information
starting at bar 5 indicate the alternation of new pitch classes with existent ones, and the
pattern at bars 10-11 typifies a passage with higher density of notes but low variety. The
next big peaks in information at bars 12 and 14 represent the introduction of F♯ and D,
respectively.
These four zones of alternating levels of information (low-high-low-high), also
visible in the H graph, indicated by the alternation of static (bars 1-4 and 10-11) and rising (bars 5-9 and 12-14) entropy rates, act like structural pulses in what can be described
as the introductory section of the piece. As Schiff points out, such sine-wave pattern is
often used by Carter to create contrast and drama.65
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Figure 11 – Comparison between H and Hv in the first 14 bars of Gra

65

David Schiff, The Music of Elliott Carter (London: Eulenburg Books, 1983): 50.
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The graph in Figure 12 is a complete rendering of Carter’s Gra in regard to its
pitch class content. By applying equation (5), the subtle fluctuations during later stages
of the piece are more evidently depicted. Figure 12 is a clear example of the difference
between entropy and information, mentioned above in section 2.1: entropic states
(higher levels in the H graph) are more disordered and symbols tend to a condition of
uniformity, thus yielding less information (lower levels in the Hv graph). Equation (5)
also accounts for the unexpected multiphonics in the clarinet at bars 85, 88, 91 and 100.
An analyst could even consider these dyads as additional symbols in the repertoire,
given their uniqueness in the context; however, for the purposes of differentiating them
from the surrounding notes, equation (5) suffices, as seen by the latest peaks in Figure
12. As we can see, each subsequent multiphonic yields less information – they can be
still surprising, but their assimilation by the system makes them less so than the original
multiphonic at bar 85.

31  

Figure 12 – Changes in entropy and entropy variation of pitch classes in Gra
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2.2.2 Case study 2 – Philip Glass’s “Metamorphosis One”
In order to clarify the implications of the information-theoretical analysis presented so far, it may be useful to contrast it with another example, Philip Glass’ Metamorphosis One for piano (1988). Glass’ piece can be described as a message with 1386
symbols, including all repeats indicated by the score. In order to make the comparison
as meaningful as possible, Metamorphosis One was encoded into a sequence of pitch
classes according to the same criteria used for Gra; dyads and triads were encoded as a
sequence of pitches from lowest to highest register and octave doublings were ignored.66

Table 4 – Probability distribution of pitch classes in Metamorphosis One
C

C♯

Count

51

0

54

Percentage (%)

3.68

0

3.90

C

C#

D

Pitch count

Pitch class

D

E

F

9

129

0

0.65

9.31

0

D♯

G

G♯

A

6

543

0

0

69

525

0.43

39.18

0

0

4.98

37.88

F♯

B

A♯

600
500
400
300
200
100
0
D#

E

F

F#

G

G#

A

A#

B

Pitch classes

The entropy H of Metamorphosis One is 2.033 bits per symbol, indicating a considerably more redundant system in comparison with Gra as seen in Table 5.

In order to account for chords, the information yielded by all pitch classes involved
must be simply added, instead of being counted as separate sequential events. Other
pieces with very different structural characteristics may require different criteria.
66
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Table 5 – Entropy comparison between Metamorphosis One and Gra
Metamorphosis One

Gra

Entropy H (bits per symbol)

2.033

3.580

Freedom of choice Hr

56.72%

99.87%

Redundancy R

43.28%

0.13%

It is important to note that entropy does not depend upon the implied size of the
repertoire, accounting only for the repertoire that is effectively in use; in fact, H is
“blind” to anything that does not belong to the system. The graphical representation of
entropy rate is constantly based on the entire repertoire of symbols from the very beginning, that is, the calculations do not assume that the repertoire grows every time a
new event is transmitted. That would mean infinite information – the occurrence of a
symbol out of the repertoire. Freedom of choice and redundancy, on the other hand,
may be calculated for any desired repertoire size. Those characteristics are implicit in
equations (2), (3), and (4) (see sections 1.3 and 1.4 above). For example, in Metamorphosis
One we do not find all pitch classes, but we may decide between an implied repertoire of
12 pitch classes and an effective, real repertoire of eight pitch classes. The figures for Hr
and R in Table 5 were calculated for 12 symbols for both pieces, for the sake of comparison; had the calculation for Metamorphosis One considered only eight symbols, Hr
would be 67.78% and R would be 32.22%. A smaller repertoire, in this case, would
paradoxically imply more freedom of choice, since all eight symbols would have been
used, instead of having the full palette of 12 symbols available but “wasting” the opportunity of using four of them. In this context, such “waste” of available repertoire is always interpreted mathematically as additional redundancy.
One may think of a more extreme situation where instead of having 12 symbols
available, the composer can count on a repertoire of around 340,000 pitch elements,
which is the estimate repertoire recognisable by our perceptual thresholds.67 By using
only a small portion of this relatively huge palette, his or her freedom of choice is con-

Moles 1966: 110. He also reminds us that ‘thresholds quantize the continua of pitch
and loudness’, that is, such large repertoire means that most of it will be perceived as a
continuous, rather than discrete, set of symbols in most situations, but the example is
still valid for the purposes of this comparison.
67
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siderably restricted, thus implying more redundancy. The following table compares the
three situations discussed:

Table 6 – Repertoire size and freedom of choice in Metamorphosis One
Effective repertoire
(in number of symbols)
Freedom of choice Hr
Redundancy R

8 out of 8

8 out of 12

8 out of 340,000

67.78%
32.22%

56.72%
43.28%

11.07%
88.93%

A simple calculation shows that the maximum freedom of choice when using all
12 pitch classes against all 340,000 available pitches is:

(6)

Therefore, by restricting oneself to 12 pitch classes in a creative process, a composer is in reality exercising a constraint of more than 80% upon his or her choices. Far
from implying that more or less freedom of choice has any effect on the “value” of a
piece of music, what matters here is that this measurement will vary according to the
analytical question. It only makes sense to say that the relatively low freedom of choice
in Metamorphosis One is a clear contrast against the virtually absolute freedom of choice
found in Gra if we are clear about the analytical criteria involved.
The following graphs represent the entropy variation of pitch classes in paradigmatic passages of Metamorphosis One.
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The first four bars are represented by an ascending series of information peaks,
indicating that some degree of originality (a new pitch class) has been introduced at each
chord. The wavy line from bars 6 to 9 is simply the alternation of the two most common pitch classes so far, hence the low level of information. The small peak in bar 8
indicates that the doubled Es are a bit less redundant than the surrounding Gs and Bs.
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The first new signs after bar 9 come at bar 22 with the introduction of E♭ and
B♭. We can see in the graph another representational advantage of using Hv: peaks in
information caused by new signs amid the piece are higher than in the beginning, since
the “newness” they represent is made optimal by the previous redundancy (as exemplified also in Figure 9 above).
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The principle of optimal information is evident also at bar 51, when the piece
yields its highest information peak with the introduction of F♯. Rather coherently, the
second instance of the chord C-F♯-B♭ yields less information than the first.
A graph depicting H and Hv in regard to pitch classes in the entire piece can be
seen in Figure 13 below. For the sake of intelligibility, the graph represents the score
without the repeats between bars 1-46, but includes the repeats between bars 19-26. The
reason for that is the relative importance of the dyads at the latter, while the repetitions
of the whole piece until bar 46 do not alter the graph significantly, being practically a
copy of the original passage in its graphic representation. The values expressed in Table
4 and Table 5, however, are derived from the score with all indicated repeats.
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Figure 13 – Changes in entropy and entropy variation of pitch classes in Metamorphosis One
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While the H graph is fairly similar to the one generated from Gra, the Hv graph
is clearly distinct. Another aspect evident from the graph is the descending levels of information after each repetition, the most significant ones being indicated by arrows.
That points out to perhaps the most significant facet of entropy variation graphs: it
matches our experience of needing enough sample length for the establishment of a
meaningful context, without which expectations cannot be met nor negated.
The comparison between pieces by Philip Glass and Elliott Carter is anything
but coincidental, seeing that the former was a principal name in the minimalism of the
60’s and the latter can be positioned toward the opposite end of the complexity spectrum. Carter is quoted as saying the following about minimalism:

It’s death. […] If you write one bar and then repeat it over again,
the music ceases to have anything to do with the composer, from my point of
view, anyway. It means a person’s stopped living. It doesn’t have anything to
do with music. Well, it obviously does, because some people think it’s very
good. But I don’t understand that. I think that one of the big problems we
live with is that that kind of repetition is everywhere, in advertising, in public
address systems, and in politicians always saying the same thing. We live in
a minimalist world, I feel. That’s what I think. Those other people can
think what they think. 68

One might feel compelled to say that if on the one hand Carter’s music is
‘driven by change and diversity’,69 then Glass’s music, and minimalism in general, is
driven by permanence and uniformity. However, information theory tells us otherwise,
at least from a particular point of view. It is true that the entropy of Carter’s piece is
higher than that of Glass’ – but the information (Hv) yielded by changes in Metamorphosis One is
much higher than in Gra. That can be verified in the graphs in Figures 12 and 13: while all
six information peaks indicated by arrows in Metamorphosis One yield more than 5 bits,
with the highest one yielding 9.705 bits (bar 51), in Gra information never goes beyond
Geoffrey Norris, “'Minimalism is Death',” Telegraph [on-line], 26 July 2003,
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/music/classicalmusic/3599302/Minimalism-isdeath.html (accessed 3 July 2010).
69
Ibid.
68
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4.564 bits (bar 14). In other words, changes in the example by Glass are more surprising, rare, and informational than in Carter’s – Metamorphosis One would then be more
about change than Gra, perhaps in the same way as John Cage’s 4’33” is more about
sound than silence.

2.3 Communication models
As we have seen in section 1.4 above, combating noise is at the centre of much
of the effort of communication engineers due to the disturbance in communication
channels. The Oxford English Dictionary reminds us that the term ‘noise’ originated
from Latin nausea (“seasickness”), usually having therefore a negative connotation, but
its implications are more varied and complex than a simple disturbance. From the point
of view of the listener, the honking sounds of a traffic jam that manage to make their
way into the concert hall during a performance will probably be perceived as acoustic
noise. From a purely aesthetic point of view, however, the nature of noise is not absolute and its effect will depend on the message it disturbs, the channel conveying it, the
expectations on the receiver side, and its context. A clap may be part of the expected
ritual of the audience after a performance in a concert hall, an integral element in a flamenco performance, or a disturbing intermission when done in an inappropriate moment or place – the difference between them is their rates of repetition and rhythmic
interaction, or lack thereof, and context. However, a clap will always be a clap, and as
Moles points out, ‘there is no absolute structural difference between noise and signal’.70
A noise then would be simply a signal that the sender did not wish to transmit, at least
from a communication engineering point of view. The problem of information theory
in selecting messages thus concerns what to accept or reject during communication.
Not all noise is exclusively an acoustic intermission, of course. As Meyer points
out, music communication can be subject to cultural noise,71 that is, the discrepancy between the sign system of the piece of music and that of the listener. Cultural noise, as
acoustic noise, increases uncertainty and demands some degree of redundancy as a
counterbalance. Taking a digital telephone line as example, acoustic noise can be cor-

70
71

Moles 1966: 78.
Meyer 1957: 420.
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rected or avoided at a technical level by correction algorithms, but cultural noise – let us
say, someone speaking an unknown language to the person at the other side of the line
– generally involves a dynamic assimilation process tending to its elimination (language
learning, in this example, would help decoding the message). What is peculiar about new
music is that its level of cultural noise is generally expected to be high, seeing that each
new work might establish new signs, form, and idiom, thus requiring more effort on
decoding it.

2.3.1 The information path
Let us assume for the moment that music communication always involves some
kind of noise, whatever its nature. Let us also assume that a piece of music can have more
information than we are able to grasp (and the same can be said for art in general, cf.
footnote 60), meaning that music as received can be considered an entropy-increased version of the original source, at least at first transmission. All that points to the semantic
problem of a musical message as something dynamic and never perfectly replicated,
undergoing certain transformations along the communication path from its conception
by the composer to its destination in the listener. Taking that into consideration, we can
apply Shannon and Weaver communication theory to music composition according to
four different models, which can be considered as particular types of channel:

Figure 14 – The four communication models of composition

For the purposes of this study, some definitions should be made. In the context
of music creation, the signal designates any manifestation or encoding of the intent of
the composer, however true or distorted against its origin. A composer’s intent shall be
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understood as “expressive intent” as defined by Reynolds, that is, something to be
thought of

in a wide, a metaphorical, regard. It is not mandatory, I think,
that a work carry with it the composer’s emotions, lay out his narratives, or
serve as a simulacrum of personality. A composition may satisfactorily “express” – which in this case is to cleanly radiate – its “manner of operation”.
Perhaps, ultimately, I am speaking here of an incipient need to make a
music, and, further, that this initial adumbration should have at least begun
to acquire shape. The composer is then in a position to intend, as the dictionary would have it, “to show, manifest, or reveal” something.72

Notation is defined here as any medium that can be considered a visual analogue
of the musical message: score, computer file, textual instructions, and so forth. The
models in Figure 14 are shown in order of scope or reach of the signal, but in reverse
order of fidelity to the original intent. The work of a composer involves first of all the
formation of his or her creative intention (I), which will be somehow encoded into notation (II), and in case of non-acousmatic music, it will also involve communication with
at least one performer (III) who will pass the signal (but not necessarily the message, as
we shall discuss below) on to the listener (IV).
During the compositional process (models I and II), the composer engages in
what can be described as autocommunication, that is, the composer communicates with
him or herself in an interactive and dynamic internalised process. (Models III and IV
can be considered autocommunication when the composer is respectively the listener
and the performer of his or her own work.) Autocommunication is a concept identified
by Yuri Lotman and implies a mode of communication ‘not directed to another person
at all, but rather is another kind of communication that a person sends to himself with
an added code. […] The phenomenon of communicating to oneself is a mechanism and
a procedure that produces “mythic” information, i.e., those very symbols and shared
images that form the nucleus of any culture’.73

Reynolds 2002: 5.
Henri Broms and Henrik Gahmberg, “Communication to Self in Organizations and
Cultures,” Administrative Science Quarterly (Cornell University) 28, no. 3 (September 1983):
482-495. This quotation: p. 484.
72
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Figure 15 – The composer-intent model

Broms and Gahmberg point out that we are often involved in autocommunication, such as when writing a diary or autobiography, talking to ourselves, or engaged in
artistic or religious activities.74 The model outlined in Figure 15, based on Broms’ and
Gahmberg’s rendering of Lotman’s autocommunication model, shows how a qualitative
change takes place in the source, leading to the ‘enhancement of the ego’ of the composer; moreover, when the process of autocommunication ‘is particularly strong, the
result may be a reconstruction of the inner self’.75 By acquiring awareness of the message, he or she drives a displacement of context that turns the original message into a
new one, forming then the expressive intent.
Shannon’s model of a noisy channel as such is not completely appropriate for
the autocommunication case, since the composer-intent stage represents the only noiseless channel in the path composer-listener. That means that in this sphere where source
and destination are the same person, message and signal are thus the same thing, at least
in practical terms. Furthermore, the composer-intent channel consolidates both poietic
and aesthesic processes, giving rise to the primordial sender that is an organic and mutually dependent duality – there is no composer without intent, and no intent born out
of something other than a composer. Having said that, some points may be worth
stressing:
74
75

Ibid.
Ibid.: 485.
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As explained earlier, intent has a particular connotation and is not the
same as intention in the context of this study. If a composer uses an external source to generate music material (such as dice, I Ching hexagrams,
or a computer algorithm) in order to free him or her from the “intention” of choosing this or that symbol, the intent of doing so is there
nevertheless, being a compositional decision like any other;



By the same logic, a machine-generated intent would represent in reality
a composer-notation channel, unless such intent were not programmed
into the machine by a human composer (as in a self-programmed machine capable of intent, something that is currently no more than a mere
abstraction);



Moles’ assertion that the ‘the elements of the repertoire are defined by
the properties of the receiver’ (cf. footnote 14) is reflected in this context by the fact that intent is also affected (in its conception) by the
properties of the notation, performer, and listener; intent, therefore, is a
type of message that evidences the dependency of the sender on the receiver.

The use of notation where music intent is encoded is another case of autocommunication, but with the important difference of being subject to noise. Media such as a
score, a sheet of paper with text instructions, graphics, and so on, act as an agent for the
displacement of context, as shown in Figure 16. They are not, however, a piece of
music, for the same reason that an individual’s genome is not a person. (A piece of
acousmatic music, however, would be an instance of the “medium being the message”,
as McLuhan would put it.) Notation is no more than a symbolic representation, thus
relying on a semantic problem (cf. Weaver’s tripartite classification in section 1.1 above).
Since there is no deliberate interactivity, in the sense that notation does not react
to the composer’s decisions, but it is applied similarly to a very flexible and open language, the composer-notation duality can still be considered an instance of autocommunication. A computer application can respond to the composer’s actions according to
what is expected from it, but the same can be said about a pencil and a sheet of paper –
interactivity, in the context of this model, presupposes the intention to interact.
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Figure 16 – The composer-notation model

The input is designated by the composer’s intent at a purely poietic level, while
the output is its symbolic representation encoded into notation. In between both poles,
the intent is subject to two kinds of noise that can reduce its integrity:
Ideational noise: A non-physical manifestation consisting in anything that can
prevent the intent from being revealed in an optimal way when its context is displaced,
that is, when being “transferred” from mind to medium. An instance of ideational noise
is when the compositional process at hand cannot support the intent; if the composer
has difficulties in translating the musical ideas into some code for any reason, something
is hindering his or her creative process. Ideational noise is likened to cultural noise in
the sense that there is a discrepancy between the sign systems of the sender and the receiver (the notation, in this case); furthermore, both types of noise involve a dynamic
assimilation process – in other words, the composer can seek to eliminate ideational
noise by developing methods that help him or her to translate intent into code more
effectively each time.
Media noise: A physical realisation, that is to say, supported by some medium,
consisting in a reduction of the intent by simplification. Such reduction, caused by intrinsic limitations of notation and its sign system or by extrinsic limitations that derive
from the composer’s encoding (notating) skills, points out to the fact that ideas can be
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far richer than their expression. That does not mean that complexity of input inevitably
results in simplicity of output – to say that is to neglect the great difference between notation and aural result.
In information theory terms, the message encoding process occurs in a noisy
channel, implying entropy increase: the differentiation between the elements of the output tends to be lower than in the input. The composer, who is the first receiver of the
musical code, will dynamically decode it against the original intent in the process of
formation of the “final” message, correcting occasional disturbances or distortions. An
additional restriction to the composer’s field of liberty is the fact that the properties of
the notation are affected by the properties of the performer, the critical element in the
channel: when the signal reaches the performer through notation, this is the only point
in music communication where music starts to exist de facto (exception made to acousmatic music, which exists only in recorded form). However, the compositional process
may and usually does involve a kind of autocommunication that does not include any
concern for the performer, such as when the composer is handling drafts, sketches,
overall plans, tables, and just any sort of material that can be recorded on a medium as a
part of his or her own creative process without the intention of it being transmitted to another
person.
When the message arrives at the performer via notation, it is subject to further
noise (cf. Figure 17). Noise in this point of communication designates the semantic
problem of the composer’s intent reaching the performer disturbed by the properties of
the medium, be it due to intrinsic or extrinsic limitations of notation (media noise) or to
a translation of the code by the performer in a way that conflicts with the composer’s
intent (cultural noise). Notation errors, signs unknown to the performer, and stylistic
misinterpretations are examples of noise that result in an increase of the uncertainty
(thus increasing information) in regard to the performance of the piece as intended by
the composer. Performers are at the same time senders, receivers, and media, which
points to their uniqueness and power in music communication – their role in forming
the message is crucial to the point of determining its effectiveness and blurring the distinction between producer and mere transmitter.
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Figure 17 – The composer-performer model

Relying on the widest scope of transmission, the connection between composer
and listener is the most complex relationship in music communication and the one with
the most significant incidence of cultural noise. According to Meyer, ‘the more distant a
culture is from our present set of habit responses, the greater the amount of cultural
noise involved in communication’,76 a peculiarity that could be described as a problem
with the channel capacity of the audience. However, such assumption would require a
consideration for the channel capacity of each single listener, as well as for each individual’s knowledge of musical signs (Meyer-Eppler calls it the “idiolect”, a term borrowed
from linguistics77); furthermore, if communication always involves cultural noise,78 an
additional point at issue is that the channel capacity of an individual is expected to be a
dynamically adjustable one, undergoing a certain degree of adaptive expansion to cope with
originality (cf. section 2.3.2 below) as permitted by his or her perceptual thresholds. It is
also important to stress that although cultural noise is generated during the performance, it is not necessarily “caused” by the performers, who could be simply its conveyors.

Figure 18 – The composer-listener model

Meyer 1957: 420.
Meyer-Eppler 1968: 8.
78
Meyer 1957: 420.
76
77
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The models represented by Figure 17 and Figure 18 above are based on the classic model by Shannon and Weaver, and for that reason they lack the bidirectionality that
is presupposed in those cases. Jean-Jacques Nattiez points out that the listener also
helps forming the message by means of his or her previous knowledge, transcending his
or her role as receiver and becoming also a producer,79 without whom the work loses its
purpose. Henri Pousseur incorporates that concept into his model, presented here according to Grant’s sketch:80

Figure 19 – Pousseur's cooperation model

The process depicted in Figure 19 does not, properly speaking, consist of communication, since ‘the work exists only through the input of its composer, performer
and public: it is a collective action whereby cooperation rather than communication becomes the aim’;81 in addition, due to the nature of this model, it neglects the presence of
noise, which as we have seen, is crucial in music communication. A change in context or
approach might change the communication model completely, but what is important
here is that Pousseur’s model embodies the notion that the message – the work – is not
the product of a single component of the information path, something that fits in with
the models presented here.

Jean-Jacques Nattiez, Music and Discourse: Towards a Semiology of Music, trans. Carolyn
Abbate (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990).
80
Grant 2001: 209.
81
Ibid.
79
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The four communication models discussed above are a simplified approximation to the problem of music communication in the light of information theory. They
show how a piece of music undergoes some kind of “attrition” along at least four stages
of its communication life. Attrition implies less differentiation (more entropy), like a
complex irregular stone made into a smooth and round pebble by the constant flow of
the river. More entropy means less constraint: in the information path between composer and listener, therefore, the work “loses” redundancy (hence “gaining” uncertainty)
by being enriched by a succession of noises, feedbacks and collaborations.
All of the above suggests that there is never “the one and only” piece of music
after it leaves the mind of the composer, since it will always be a construct. In this sense,
there will be as many messages as receivers, which may give rise to some questions: Seeing that the work only exists when it is performed – thus escaping the absolute control
of the composer – can the composer claim to know the message? If so, is the original
message an inscrutable entity that exists solely in the domain of the composer’s mind?
For all those reasons, Meyer’s standpoint that meaning is created in the receiver, while
information is a property of the message82 is problematic in the sense that each “message”, being a construct, will have its own informational characteristics. If one wishes to
keep the objectivity of the argument, perhaps the safest route would be to speak in
terms of information as a compositional element, that is, the rendering of a work in regard to its uncertainty.

2.3.2 Noise and the aesthetics of infinite information
According to information theory, the amount of information conveyed by a
message is proportional to its unpredictability. This apparently simple assertion has deep
ramifications, one of them being the very requirements for communication to take place
(omitting here the obvious sine qua non of the existence of a sender, a receiver, and a
channel):

82

Meyer 1957.
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Figure 20 – Requirements for communication

An event having probability 1 (that is, it is entirely certain) will have maximum
redundancy, thus conveying zero information: from a statistical viewpoint, the message is
not necessary; entropy zero means that a repertoire of symbols is absent: there is no message
to be transmitted; when codes are not shared (as when someone speaks to us in an unknown language), decoding the message becomes too difficult or impossible: there is no
message that can be understood; when the channel has too much noise, uncertainty tends to a
maximum: what reaches the receiver is more interference than a message.
At another side of the communication spectrum, an event having probability 0
(that is, it is absolutely impossible) will convey infinite information. This “impossible situation” can have a true zero probability if a system is absolutely impermeable against that
event. For example, Brian Ferneyhough’s String Quartet No. 2 (1980) does not have a
perfect cadence in C major – the occurrence of such message is absolutely not likely to
materialise since the system is not a dynamic one and will not allow inclusions of that
nature in its repertoire. Steve Reich’s Slow Motion Sound (1967) (see Figure 21) has a repertoire that is comparatively much more open than the one found in Ferneyhough’s
string quartet, since it allows an enormous variety of elements – it still consists, however, of a finite set. In theory, infinite information would be yielded by a performance of
Slow Motion Sound if, for example, instead of strictly following Reich’s instructions, the
performer improvised a tune on a guitar or simply speeded up a recorded sound. That
would not only characterise an unexpected situation for someone who knows what the
piece is about, but the work itself, as indicated by the score, would not have anything to
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do with the performance. Infinite information, then, is not about something highly unlikely that turns out to happen – it is about something impossible taking place.

Copyright © 1967 by Steve Reich

Figure 21 – “Slow Motion Sound”, by Steve Reich

What differentiates noise from signal from the point of view of the composer is
the absence of intent, but this may be unclear on the receiver side. When something unexpected happens during a music performance, something so context-violating as to
transcend its categorization as “new sign” and lean toward noise, the listener might not
be clear about its meaning or how deliberately such unclearness was established by the
composer. During a performance of Brazilian composer Celso Loureiro Chaves’ Mutatis
Mutandis #36 (1988) for piano in 1996, the audience could occasionally hear the hissing
sound of radio static coming from somewhere in the theatre. Some people nervously
tried to find the origin of the noise, which turned out to be an actual radio being operated by someone in the fifth row. The drama created by the event combined with its
sonic features was something so improbable that the immediate response from the disquieted audience was to deem it undesired noise. According to the composer, the intentionality of the noise should eventually become apparent with the pianist’s interaction
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with the radio operator.83 The unexpectedness of an intentional event that might be
deemed undesired noise, which I shall call aesthetic noise, is conveyed by the transmission
of a new sign, a high peak in uncertainty, and should not be confused with the noise aesthetics of the futurists. Aesthetic noise distorts context and blurs the borders that separate “music” (anything generated by a given repertoire of symbols) from “non-music”
(anything external to this repertoire, not restricted to acoustical events). This is another
important difference between classic information theory and its application in a creative
context; while coding efficiency in, let us say, telegraphy is as important as in composition, transmission efficiency (that is, to stay always within the channel capacity and combat
noise when possible) might be even undesired by the composer.
The occurrence of an impossible event, although a logical paradox by definition
in strict terms, may be symbolised in aesthetic terms by an implied zero probability if the
event is consistently negated by the probability system – until the moment it happens
and it becomes the unexpected. That is to say, “infinite information” is a purely theoretical output, since the receiver will never get infinite information in real life circumstances, unless the existence of a channel/receiver with infinite capacity was
conceivable.
Considering that not only the entropy of a single piece, but also the entropy of
the whole body of music tends to uniformity due to the audience’s increasing familiarity
with its signs and meanings, composers create new signs in order to trigger new meanings through the unexpected. We expect that cellists play their instruments if they are on
stage, but if they use them to play tennis instead (they could even be arbitrated by a percussionist, as in Mauricio Kagel’s Match, 1964), we might become aware of this expectation and some kind of meaning will be created. While a cellist is normally not expected
to use its instrument as a tennis racket, if this ever happens during a concert of Baroque
music, it will provoke a disturbance such that the impermeability of the system against it
will make it function as undesired noise. As with Chaves’ Mutatis Mutandis #36, the
communication of the piece requires a “time buffer” so that the seemingly improbable
event can be decoded and meaning can be attributed to it. After this time threshold has
passed and the event has become meaningful, the probability system in the receiver side
will have been confirmed – if the event is deemed undesired noise – or altered – if the
83

Via a personal letter sent in 17th July 2010.
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disturbance caused by the event is perceived as a new sign. Pignatari adds that ‘the new
sign tends to produce isolation, it is “unintelligible” at the first approach – due to its
rareness and the fact that it is more “costly” (for the nervous system, for instance). Its
absorption is made on the basis of the repertoire and the dynamics of the interpreter
[the receiver]’.84
The unlikelihood of an event points to the entropic state of the system and to
the statistical nature of aesthetics. A composer’s ability in controlling statistical originality
allows the most improbable events in a piece to “take over” due to their surprise potential, or to be otherwise swept away by more frequent and banal events, since the new
sign tends to be more sensitive to the passing of time. On the other hand, banal events
are more likely to be affected by noise, for the necessary “energy” needed to be in the
foreground is a direct function of the entropy rate. In other words, the more entropic
the current state, the more difficult for the signal to be meaningful.
A similar dichotomy exists between the openness of a work and its sensitivity to
noise, properties that connect to each other in an inverse relationship. For the purposes
of this study, the openness of a work is a direct function of the freedom of its interpretation as expressed in, or allowed by, its notation; Reich’s Slow Motion Sound, then, is
more “open” than Carter’s Gra. The more open the work, the higher the chance that it
will admit noise. This relationship manifests itself in opposite tendencies:

Figure 22 – Open versus close work
84

Pignatari 2003: 63. Translation is mine.
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The fact that a work is “open” does not mean that it admits infinite expansions
to its repertoire. The impermeability that is a property of any finished piece of music, no
matter how open to chance or choice, makes it a static system: its complete repertoire of
symbols may not be explicit, but it is always a finite one. Undesired noise is something
that defies the impermeability of the system and exposes its structure by featuring a disturbance in the original signal. The fact that an event is characterised as noise sheds light
on the nature of the original signal and of the event itself, but it also reveals something
about the properties of the receiver, since there is no absolute rule that can prevent the
listener from perceiving the signal as music (i.e. part of the piece’s repertoire). For the
purposes of communicating a musical message, then, the only noise that ultimately matters is not noise as transmitted, but noise as received. On that aspect, one can think of
aesthetic noise as Rorschach blots – whether consisting of a meaningless stain or evoking a butterfly, they are open to interpretation, at least at some point of the communication process.

2.4 A need for entropy
The experience of listening to music tells us something about time. The sense
out of the events we perceive now is made on the basis of our memory of past events,
as Moles85 and Daniel Levitin86 point out. When contemplating repetitive sounds, let us
say during meditation or religious ceremonies, we tend to enter a state that can been described as “suspended time” – since the redundancy of the sounds is very high, there is
hardly any point of reference at which we can grasp, thus affecting our judgement about
the passing of time. During states of deep concentration or extreme emotions, our perceptual apparatus of time can be overloaded or even shut down. When that happens,
time seems to stand still or simply cease to exist.87 Of course, the neurological mechanisms involved in such circumstances are complex and out of the scope of this study;

Op. cit.
Daniel Levitin, This Is Your Brain On Music: Understanding a human obsession (London:
Atlantic Books, 2006).
87
Karen Wright, “Times of our lives,” Scientific American, September 2002: 40-47.
85
86
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however, suffice it to say that one of the most essential phenomena in making us realise
that time is passing under normal circumstances is the realisation of change.
Changes in a piece of music imply a change in its entropy – time perception and
entropy variation are thus intimately connected. That does not mean that a piece of
music with low entropy (let us say, a very repetitive one) will necessarily affect time perception in a lower degree than a piece with high entropy. Entropy variation is an evidence of the passing of time, and its constancy across time is something very difficult to
achieve in aesthetic terms; conversely, entropy variation is something comparatively
simple to design, since the system only needs either something remotely repetitive (redundancy) or something remotely new (information) to affect overall entropy. The very
passing of time is a conduit for entropy variation, even if nothing else changes; for instance, a passage consisting of a long sequence of the same note, always at the same dynamic, tempo, timbre, and articulation, will tend to have a downward entropy curve,
indicating that uncertainty is being reduced.
The composer can establish an alphabet with entropy ranging from total disorder (a uniform distribution of all possible symbols) to total order (one single symbol in
the whole message), and the probabilities attributed to each symbol will determine their
surprise potential. Although the examples in this study concentrate on pitch material for
the sake of clarity, any given repertoire can have its own symbols: intervals, pitch class
sets, motifs, instrumentation, durations, harmony, formal sections, and just any group of
signs that can be paired by some criterion of functional similarity. The compositional
process then can be seen as the establishment of a series of structural expectations,
resolutions, intensities, and so forth, that are fulfilled, frustrated, or delayed in different
levels. In order to control the pacing of events, that is, the flow of uncertainty, the composer constantly decides between more “banal” or more “original” symbols.
Considering the enormous myriad of materials and techniques available for the
contemporary composer – a repertoire that can be thought of as an inconceivably large,
cross-referenced, and obscurely organised catalogue – every work he or she creates can
be regarded as the result of an ordering process. However, the universe’s net entropy –
the entropy of the entire cosmos – is constantly increasing, and as Brian Greene points
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out, there cannot be order without a net increase in disorder.88 This very generalising
concept is an important one since all and any order can only be perceived if there is someone attuned to it. This dichotomy between music composition and physics entropy (i.e.
entropy according to the second law of thermodynamics) has aesthetic and philosophical implications, as we shall see below.
Since order is not the rule but the exception in this universe, all things tend to
more disordered states. Of course, order is something possible to achieve, as demonstrated by, let us say, ice cubes and concert halls, both the result of disordered states (liquid water and construction materials) entering more ordered states (more organised
molecules of H2O and a coalescence of otherwise chaotically available concrete, steel,
plastic, and other materials). Ice cubes and concert halls (and pieces of music) seem to
challenge the notion that overall entropy tends to increase, but the process of ordering
actually has a price. By creating ice in a freezer, heat is released in the environment, a
form of energy comparatively more entropic than the original liquid water. Similarly, the
construction of a concert hall – an extraordinarily organised conglomerate of matter –
demands an even more extraordinary amount of energy (basically molecules of heated
air that will move faster, thus jostling against each other in a more entropic state).
The very process of communication demands and releases energy, meaning that
the composition of a piece of music – that is to say, a highly ordered form of life communicating to another highly ordered form of life a message about order and disorder,
or about entropy variation – might result in an ordered message, but this process, no
matter how or who ultimately conducts it (be it a person, a machine, another animal, the
planet, and so forth) will imply an increase in net entropy. Although there seems to be
some dispute as to whether information entropy and physics entropy can be likened, the
essential definition of both as representing the disorder of a system remains conciliatory.
In fact, Greene points out that if mind processes (such as expectation) can be likened to
computational processes (whose entropic properties are well understood, thus fitting
with the second law of thermodynamics), a similar thermodynamic explanation may apply to both.89 Furthermore, although the mathematical methods used to measure physics

Brian R. Greene, The Fabric of the Cosmos (London: Penguin Books , 2005). This
quotation: pp. 143-176.
89
Greene 2005: 511.
88
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entropy and information entropy certainly differ to a certain degree, it all comes down
to the relationship between complexity and uncertainty.90
Information has some interesting properties that must be taken into account
when one tries to mathematically apply information theory to music:
It is easy to increase or decrease the entropy rate from one event to another. The information yielded by a single event will be proportional to its originality. Thus, given a specific probabilistic context, the system will reach a
more entropic state when the event is unexpected and will have its entropy reduced when the event is redundant. Since the entropy rate refers to the system
as a whole, any event exerts some influence on it (with the exception of the first
one, seeing that the concept of entropy only starts to make sense when there are
at least two events or symbols to be compared); that is to say, whenever a symbol is transmitted, the entropy rate of the system will change. The aesthetic assumption for this is that an event in a message will either confirm our
expectations or not; a situation when nothing changes upon an event – provided
that the event is perceived – is a mathematical impossibility.
Within a sample length of enough size, it is much easier to progressively
increase entropy rate than to decrease it. As in physics entropy, information
entropy tends to increase, seeing that the conditions for an increase in entropy
rate are simply that the message and/or the repertoire of symbols increase in
size. Therefore, unless a consistently redundant sequence of events is transmitted (something so statistically odd that in music it is generally intentional), entropy rate will tend to increase “on its own”, with minor fluctuations.
It is possible to design an overall shape for the entropy variation of an entire piece of music. As long as some basic principles are observed, such as
Charles Seife, a champion of the notion that information is physical, states that
‘information is not just an abstract concept, and it is not just facts or figures, dates or
names. It is a concrete property of matter and energy that is quantifiable and
measurable. It is every bit as real as the weight of a chunk of lead or the energy stored in
an atomic warhead, and just like mass and energy, information is subject to a set of
physical laws that dictate how it can behave—how information can be manipulated,
transferred, duplicated, erased or destroyed. And everything in the universe must obey
the laws of information, because everything in the universe is shaped by the information
it contains’. Charles Seife, Decoding the Universe (New York: Viking Adult, 2006): 2.
90
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mathematical constraints as seen below, it is theoretically possible to design the
basic entropic variation curve of a piece. This is simply an information-theoretic
equivalent of the basic compositional principle of shaping expectancy to convey
music drama.
It is impossible to generate just any entropy rate with mathematical precision. The entropy rate, being an accurate representation of the complexity of
the system at a given point, depends not only on the current event, but also on
all the events up to this moment. While it is possible to control the orientation of
the entropy curve (up or down), it is not possible to “force the system” toward
an arbitrary bit rate for the next event, except for the relatively few figures made
possible by the probability system. To exemplify such restriction, Table 7 shows
the entropy rates in bits for the first 33 pitches in Elliott Carter’s Gra with its
graphical representation in Figure 23. The second pitch in the sequence will inevitably bring the system to 1 bit of information (as explained above in section
1.3) and that is the only possible outcome given two different symbols at that
point in time. For example, as shown in Table 7, some events yield a reduction
in entropy, and those correspond precisely to repeated notes in the sequence,
that is, the introduction of redundancy into the system, thus decreasing entropy;
for that reason, it would be impossible to bring the system at the last event in
the example to a bit rate close to, let us say, 3.585, since that is the maximum entropy with 12 symbols, a condition that is only possible with total absence of redundancy.
3.000
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Figure 23 – Entropy rate in Elliott Carter's Gra (first eight bars)
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Table 7 – Entropy rates for Gra's first eight bars
Event number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Bar number
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Entropy rate (bits)
0.000
1.000
1.585
2.000
1.922
1.918
1.950
2.000
1.975
1.971
1.981
2.000
1.988
1.985
1.990
2.000
1.993
1.991
1.994
2.000
2.181
2.171
2.248
2.404
2.394
2.431
2.425
2.422
2.486
2.476
2.468
2.591
2.583

The entropy rate sequence of an entire message can never be reversed.
The first sign in the sequence has always 0 bit of information and the last sign in
the sequence always conveys as many bits as the entropy of the system (3.580
bits in Carter’s Gra, for example). Those constraints are sufficient to evidence
the irreversibility of entropy rate or entropy variation curves across time.
This last property is yet another approximation between physics entropy and information entropy. The asymmetry of the arrow of time, that is, the fact that time seems
to have a single, univocal direction, has been the object of discussion of many research-
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ers,91 but ‘the future is indeed the direction of increasing entropy. The arrow of time –
the fact that things start like this and end like that but never start like that and end like this
– began its flight in the highly ordered, low-entropy state of the universe at its inception’.92 The second law of thermodynamics allowed us to distinguish between past and
future. Extraordinary order during the first instants of the universe is what made possible this gradual unfolding toward disorder. The short explanation for this tendency is
statistical: since there are endlessly more possibilities for disorder than for order, chances are that systems will almost always tend to get more disordered.
Nevertheless, statistics are not immutable laws of nature, but simply mathematical trends. There is nothing stopping a fair die to land on one of its eight corners, except
the great likelihood that it will land on one of its sides – but landing on a corner, although unlikely, is possible. In a way, composers (and all artists, for that matter), by
sharply challenging entropic tendencies, make “dice land on their corners” all the time.
Composition can be seen then as a challenge to nature and its order, which is comparatively very rare (therefore valuable). If a system progresses inevitably toward maximum
entropy, that is, a state of overall uniformity, any kind of information will eventually be
implausible, given that the exchange of information can only exist when there is a
minimum of differentiation. Since the whole universe tends to disorder, a piece of music
is also a challenge to, or a questioning of, the universe. As seen above, music creation
increases the net entropy, which in turn is what makes music possible – without entropy, or uncertainty, there is no communication; without communication, there is no
music. A piece of music is something that challenges also the very thing that makes it
possible.

See, for example, Steven Savitt, Time's Arrows Today (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2000) and H. D. Zeh, The Physical Basis of the Direction of Time (Berlin: Springer,
2001).
92
Greene 2005: 175.
91
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